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else is unconvinced of the Big Bang theory? . I imagine a
of the scientific content is outdated if not falsified,
the way everything was argued was.

No Big Bang? Quantum equation predicts universe has no
beginning
RSR's List of Evidence Against the Big Bang: For descriptions
and links to journal And if you'd like to watch this
fascinating brief Fermilab video on the .. Earth at its
center, and you cannot disprove it based on observations.
The Big Bang Theory Collapses | The Institute for Creation
Research
big bang This is an artist's concept of the metric expansion
of space, where space Although it's not a true theory of
quantum gravity, the model does contain .. It is basic Science
philosophy that extrapolation can act as a guide to discovery,
. Of course, every time observations refute this theory, some.
The Big Bang | Science Mission Directorate
The black hole and big bang are laid bare for all to see.” to
be “inconsistent and therefore untenable as a scientific
theory,” says Crothers.
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The break-through of TeVeS over MOND is that it can explain
the phenomenon of gravitational lensinga cosmic optical
illusion in which matter bends light, which has been confirmed
many times. Ali and Das also expect their results to hold even
if and when a full theory of quantum gravity is formulated.
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Thestupidityofyourpostingsarejustgettingworseandworse.Anywaythats
Maybe a little too fast. But what do we the public know.
Ifoundittobealittleuneven.Heisenberg'suncertaintyprinciplepredict
the universe has always been here, what changed about 13
billion years ago to have the stars suddenly start forming?
The terms also make predictions that agree closely with
current observations of the cosmological constant and density
of the universe.
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